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Abstract—While mobile apps often need to transmit sensitive information out to support various functionalities, they may also abuse

the privilege by leaking the data to unauthorized third parties. This makes us question: Is the given transmission required to fulfill the

app functionality? In this paper, we make the first attempt to automatically identify suspicious transmissions from app visual interfaces,

including app names, descriptions, and user interfaces. We design and implement a novel framework called FlowIntent to detect

nonfunctional transmissions at both software and network levels. During the exercising of the given apps, FlowIntent automatically

detects privacy-sharing transmissions and determines their purposes by utilizing the fact that mobile users rely on visible app interface

to perceive the functionality of the app at certain context. The characterizations of nonfunctional network traffic are then summarized to

provide network level protection. FlowIntent not only reduces the false alarms caused by traditional taint analysis, but also captures

the sensitive transmissions missed by widely-used taint analysis system TaintDroid. Evaluation using 2125 sharing flows collected

from more than a thousand running instances shows that our approach achieves about 94 percent accuracy in detecting nonfunctional

transmissions.

Index Terms—Security and privacy, information flow controls, mobile code security, network-level security and protection

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

SMART phones are becoming indispensable to many of us,
thanks to the rich functionalities provided by a large num-

ber of mobile applications (or apps, for short). The sheer
number of these apps, however, makes it challenging to
understand their behavior and control their quality before
publishing. On one hand, these apps collect sensitive data,
such as locations, contacts and phone identifiers, to support
various functionalities. For example, a weather app queries
user’s locations to provide precise humidity information. On
the other hand, they may also abuse the resources and share
these data for purposes irrelevant to app functionality, e.g.,
analytics or advertisement. Therefore, it is crucial to auto-
matically infer the intention of sensitive transmissions initi-
ated by mobile apps and only signal an alarm when a
suspicious transmission is located.

Most existing solutions [4], [9], [14], [51], [52] treat all sensi-
tive transmissions as suspicious, which, however, inevitably

produce many false alarms as users often tolerate transmis-
sions of private data when they are used for promised serv-
ices [8], [45], [54]. As suggested in [45], a better approach is to
determine whether the transmissions are used to fulfill the underly-
ing app functionalities, and consider the extraneous transmis-
sions such as those used for advertising, analytics, cross-
application profiling and social computing, as threats. For
instance, a traffic flow that carries users location information
for driving navigation should be treated as benign and block-
ing it will cause app malfunction. But a location-sharing
request triggered by a flash light app is suspicious and
should be alarmed.

However, locating nonfunctional sensitive transmissions
is far from trivial. First, it is very difficult if not impossible
for machines to understand the functionalities of apps since
the code stream itself does not directly unveil its semantics.
Second, catching up the evolving speed of adversarial tech-
niques is hard. The level of code obfuscation have changed
dramatically since the first discovery of Android malware
in 2010 [44]. Malicious developers also continuously update
the addresses of their servers to avoid detection [57]. Last
but not least, although it is desired to involve as little
human intervention to recognize unintended transmissions
as possible, it is almost impossible to have an completely
automated method because of the complex nature of user
intention [54].

To date, various methods have been proposed to detect
and isolate the third-party libraries that may incur privacy
threats [6], [26], [34], [41], [46], [56]. However, they either
rely on the namespace and the program structure [6], [26],
[56], thus suffering from the evasion attacks such as obfus-
cation and call graph manipulation, or count on the deep
cooperation of developers [34], [41], [46], which ignores a
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great deal of intentional data leakage driven by under-the-
table income. More importantly, all of them are designed to
handle the misbehavior from isolated ad libraries, and they
do not apply to malicious transmissions embedded in the
core app logic.

As shown in several recent user studies [31], [49], [50], it
is crucial to account for the context pertinent to sensitive
resource accesses to enable effective resource access control.
In particular, it is observed that the security decision of a
user is strongly correlated with the foreground app and the
visibility of the requesting app (i.e., the app that is request-
ing the sensitive resource, which can be different from the
foreground app). This is because users often rely on dis-
played information to infer the intention of a request and
tend to deny requests that appear irrelevant to app’s func-
tionalities [49]. From another perspective, apps leverage UIs
to help bridge the gap between functionality and behavior.
As indicated in AppFence [21], resource accesses that do
not fulfill functionalities can be greatly purged without
causing influential UI side effects. Inspired by these obser-
vations, we propose a novel approach that mimics the deci-
sion making process of users to automatically identify
sensitive transmissions not indicated by app functionality.
Our approach actively infers the underlying functionality
provided by a sensitive transmission from visible app infor-
mation, including app name, description, and user interface
(UI), and alarm those transmissions that cannot be justified.
In particular, app name and description provide general
information about the core functionality of an app, while
user interface helps further identify more detailed and con-
text-dependent functionality of an app.

We implement FlowIntent, a proof-of-concept framework
composed of twomainmodules: AppInspector and Traf-

ficAnalyzer. AppInspector first automatically launches
and exercises a given app, with corresponding app context
and sensitive transmissions recorded. The nonfunctional
transmissions are then identified with the help of machine
learning, utilizing the visible app information including app
name, description and the UI for the running period.With the
set of transmissions labeled by AppInspector, TrafficA-
nalyzer then constructs classifiers to localize anomalies at
the network traffic level by using flow level features only.

Our design provides comprehensive detection at both the
app level and the network level. At the app level, AppIns-
pector can be used as an automatic app auditing service
for app markets and allows app market operators to identify
privacy leakages in an app before releasing it to the market.
As previous research [15], [45], [52] has pointed out, even
authentic apps available in popular Android app stores
may put users at risk by stealthily sending users’ private
information out in a user-unexpected way. Unlike existing
program analysis techniques [4], [9], [14] that report every
sharing transmission and thus generate massive false
alarms, the automatic intention inference engine provided
by AppInspector enables market operators to only focus
on suspicious transmissions not required by app functional-
ity. In addition, by leveraging human-readable features, our
approach is resilient to code obfuscation, a key limitation of
the existing namespace-based approaches [6], [26], [47].
Moreover, FlowIntent does not require any modification
of app code.

At the network level, TrafficAnalyzer can be deployed
on Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) or Access
Points (AP) to prevent unexpected leakages over HTTP(S)
flows on-the-fly. TrafficAnalyzer attempts to fill the miss-
ing part of existing network-based privacy-leakage detection
work [38], which do not determine what information needs
to be shared to fulfill the underlying app functionality. It can
also be used in app audit services to detect nonfunctional
flows before installation. We remark that FlowIntent goes
beyond the traditional traffic-based approach that depends
on a set of suspicious URLs [11], [27], [37], which often
requires significant human effort and is especially challeng-
ing for mobile platforms since a large number of apps are
normal apps that only leak private data occasionally. In addi-
tion, manually generated lists of suspicious URLs can barely
keep pace with the fast growth of app markets, where new
network addresses are continuously mushrooming. Further,
it is often difficult to tell even for humans whether a flow is
targeting an unexpected destination simply from the URL.
This is especially true when the illegal flows share the same
domain with legal flows. To this end, our approach relies on
machine learning to largely relax the dependence on human
intervention, which enables fast generation of signatures for
new traffic patterns. We emphasize that the objective of
TrafficAnalyzer is to identify nonfunctional leaking flows
instead of leaking apps. The app level information is only
used to help collect a comprehensive list of suspicious flows
for training, and the network signatures generated by Traf-

ficAnalyzer are solely based on the characteristics of HTTP
(S) flows. Therefore, NIDS does not need to knowwhich app
has generated a flow in order to identify privacy leakage in
the flow. Our work is orthogonal to existing works that focus
on learning app identity from network traffic [12].

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

� We propose a novel definition of privacy leakage
based on visible app interfaces that bridges the gap
between app functionality and flow level behavior in
mobile platforms.

� We design and implement a cross-layer framework
for detecting privacy leakage in mobile platforms at
both program and network levels. Our approach is
easy to deploy and can potentially adapt to the con-
stantly evolving leakage patterns. We further show
how our novel design is capable to detect the mali-
cious transmissions hidden behind legitimate app
context.

� Our approach achieves about 96 percent accuracy on
1,666 privacy-sharing contexts and 94 percent accu-
racy on 2,125 leaking HTTP flows. Moreover, evalua-
tion shows that our approach is able to identify
leakages missed by dynamic taint analysis.

This manuscript is an extension of the conference ver-
sion [16] andpresents amore accurate anddetaileddescription
of the problemdefinition, systemdesign, implementation, and
evaluation. More concretely, we have added a discussion on
the most recent studies published after our conference paper
to better motivate our work. FlowInent previously focused
on the front window of the given apps. We have expanded it
by considering more windows using a smarter UI exerciser to
locate deeper leaks. While the conference paper only discusses
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the results about location leakages, we have extended it by
considering more types of personal information leaks. We
have also collected more samples from other data sources and
redone the relevant experiments. We have further added an
important experiment to show that FlowIntent is capable to
detect stealthy nonfunctional transmissions hidden behind
legal context.With amore comprehensive analysis, we noticed
that one-class SVM used before is too sensitive to its parame-
ters and we replaced it by a more mature and practical algo-
rithm for our setting.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
the threat model in Section 2, followed by an overview of the
system in Section 3. We illuminate the design and implemen-
tation of app context modeling and traffic learning schemes
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. After presenting the evalua-
tion results in Section 6, we list related work in Section 7. We
further discuss the future work in Section 8 and conclude our
paper in Section 9. The code is open-source and publicly avail-
able at: https://pmlab.cs.ucdavis.edu/flowintent.

2 THREAT MODEL

We target threats from the transmission flows generated by
third-party mobile apps, which carry sensitive personal or
device information that does not provide intended function-
alities to users. The flows are constructed either by intended
malicious logic embedded in apps, or malicious libraries that
piggyback on vulnerable apps. Functional information shar-
ingmay also be exploited for illegal purposes, which remains
an open problem and we do not consider that in this work.
We assume that the platforms where FlowIntent is
deployed, including the underlyingmobile operating system
of AppAnalyzer and the NIDS with TrafficAnalyzer

integrated, are trustworthy and uncompromised.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we first describe the threat model, and then
present a high-level overview of our approach for detecting
nonfunctional sensitive data transmissions.

Fig. 1 gives an overview of FlowIntent, which has two
key modules and works as follows:

AppInspector: From the set of apps we collected, we first
remove those not requesting any sensitive permission of our
interest. We then identify the running instances that transmit
out personal or device information with automatic UI
exercising and dynamic taint analysis. For each detected sen-
sitive transmission, we store its app level contextual data
(app name, description and UI) and the captured correspon-
dent traffic flows.We then construct machine learning classi-
fiers to identify sensitive transmissions that do not fulfill the
functionalities indicated by their app contexts. The collected
suspicious network flows are further fed to the next stage.

TrafficAnalyzer. Given the nonfunctional HTTP flows
labeled in the last phase and the pre-collected normal flows,
we derive both statistical and lexical features to classify
unseen traffic on-the-fly. The statistical features are light-
weighted and can be obtained without deeper inspection, but
they do not contain any semantic information. The rich
semantic data are encoded into lexical features, which require

Fig. 1. FlowIntent system architecture.

Fig. 2. Stealthy harmful transmission hidden behind normal location-
sharing context.
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more computational power to get and may be intractable
when the flows are encrypted.

In addition to supervised learning that requires both non-
functional and benign flows, TrafficAnalyzer is also able
to perform analysis solely on nonfunctional sensitive flows.
Based on the similarities among the target flows, TrafficA-
nalyzer clusters them into subgroups, and derive the net-
work signature, in the form of regular expression, from every
group.

We observe that some harmful network flows are hidden
behind functional ones with proper app contexts shown to
users. For example, Fig. 2 is a screenshot taken from an
authentic weather app in a prevailing Chinese app market.
Based on the user interface, even a cautious end user could
allow the app to send location information out of device
since it is helpful to offer precise weather reports. Unfortu-
nately, this weather app also collects user’s location data for
illegal purposes. As AppInspector mimics the user deci-
sion making process and solely examines the visible content,
it will not report anymisbehavior similar to this. Fortunately,
as we will show later in Section 6, the patterns derived from
TrafficAnalyzer can be utilized to locate nonfunctional
transmission missed by AppInspector. The beneficial con-
nection between AppInspector and TrafficAnalyzer

provides amore complete protection.

4 APPINSPECTOR

As described earlier, AppInspector leverages app context
of each sensitive transmission to mark nonfunctional instan-
ces. Below we first give definitions of sensitive transmis-
sions and app context used in this work.

Definition 1. Sensitive TransmissionA transmission t is sensi-
tive if it carries the data obtained from a protected resource r 2 R.

We note that what kind of resource needs to be protected
is application and user dependent. At the current stage, we
think the heuristic choices specified by TaintDroid and
FlowDroid [4] is reasonable and comprehensive.

Definition 2. App Context Given a sensitive transmission t
generated by an application a, its app context is a tuple

ct ¼ hn; d;Wi, where (1) n is the name of a shown to the user;
(2) d is the description of a available on the market and its value
could be empty in case of no associated description; (3)W is the
set of runtime user interfaces of a right after t is triggered.

Fig. 3 gives an example of app context extracted from a
weather forecast app, which transfers device GPS data to a
service provider.

We are now ready to define the semantic relationship
between t and ct with respect to the underlying app
functionalities.

Definition 3. Nonfunctional Sensitive Transmission A sen-
sitive transmission t is considered nonfunctional if it is not
required in any f 2 F , where F is the set of app functionalities
indicated by the app context ct.

Our definition of nonfunctional sensitive transmissions
offers a novel angle to understand privacy leakage. How-
ever, due to the complexity of app’s logic and the potentially
infinite number of implementations, it is next to impossible
to identify a finite set of formal rules to determine whether a
transmission is nonfunctional. Therefore, instead of manu-
ally specifying the mapping between transmissions and
functionalities and that between functionalities and context,
we directly bridge the semantic gap between a sensitive
transmission t and its associated context ct through machine
learning. By categorizing sensitive transmissions based on
app context, we formulate the detection of nonfunctional
transmissions as a classification problem. In the following
subsections, we first describe how we build the initial data
set to train our machine learning models. The details of the
learning process are then discussed in Section 4.4. We pres-
ent the evaluation results in Section 6.1.

4.1 Collecting Sensitive Running Instances

Collecting sensitive transmissions and their foreground
context is not a trivial task. Although app name n can be
easily extracted from its package meta-data and app
description d can be crawled from the corresponding app
store page, it is challenging to automatically trigger the sen-
sitive behaviors and correctly render their foreground user

Fig. 3. Example app context that includes the app name n (from apk meta-data), the description d (from app market) and the set of runtime user
interfacesW (recorded via auto exerciser). The corresponding preprocessed results for each field are shown in the last column.
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interfaces. The existing testing tool provided by Android
can potentially help collect app context we need. However,
it is not implemented for security analysis so that its fuzzing
engine would waste time on many random events that are
irrelevant to our objective. In this paper, we integrate
TaintDroid [14] with COSMOS [17] to automatically collect
sensitive running instances of apps, where a sensitive run-
ning instance is a pair ðt;W Þ presenting the set of fore-
ground interfaces after initiating t. More specifically, we
install the target app inside a TaintDroid sandbox. The
sandbox has tcpdump

1 installed to collect the TCP packets
generated during examination. TaintDroid provides a
powerful real-time tracking system that alarms the end user
whenever a PII-sharing HTTP(S) flow is triggered. How-
ever, it can neither trigger sensitive calls automatically nor
collect contextual data. To this end, we use COSMOS [17] to
interact with the app to automatically trigger the internal
API calls of the app that access the concerned resources.
COSMOS contains a smart hybrid program analysis frame-
work that leverages over-approximated static analysis to
identify potential sensitive API invocations, and attempt to
activates the calls by properly awaking their front-end win-
dow. Specifically, it first identifies permission-protected
API calls through method signatures and constructs a call
graph for the given app. The set of call graph entry points of
the sensitive API calls and the set of widgets that invoke the
entry points are then identified by carefully traversing
through the call graph. For each Activity window recog-
nized by static analysis, COSMOS then attempts to trigger it
by properly sending inter-component messages during run-
time. We wait for a few seconds2 after each invocation and
if there are sensitive HTTP(S) flows reported by Taint-

Droid, COSMOSwill take a screenshot of the app and export
the foregroundwindow into a hierarchy XML file, which is a
standard format to represent the layout of user interface in
Android. We currently do not consider the more compli-
catedmulti-window scenario and leave that for future study.
For the captured images of foregroundwindows, FlowIntent
can leverage Optical Character Recognition (OCR) [20] to
extract the embedded text in order to capture all the context
information. In summary, a transmission reported by
TaintDroid (with the TCP packets stored by tcpdump)
and thewindow extracted by COSMOS together forms a sensi-
tive running instance. Combining it with the app name and
description, we now obtain the complete app context
ct ¼ hn; d;Wi for every identified sensitive transmission t.

4.2 Labeling App Context

We classify every app context used for training and testing
into two classes andmanually label them based on the nature
of the underlying transmission. We consider a context
ct ¼ hn; d;Wi legitimate if based on our understanding, at

least one of the indicated functionalities may require sending
the resource r carried by t out of device; otherwise it is treated
as illegitimate. In particular, we first note that developers often
name apps according to their functionalities. This is espe-
cially true for apps in the “tools” category in app stores,
which are usually named based on their core functionalities.
For instance, we expect that the app “LocalWeather” to be a
weather app and “SuperLed” to be a flashlight app. Nerve-
less, not all apps have meaningful names that imply their
functionality. The names such as “Yelp”, “Uber” and “Lyft”
by themselves do not indicate the services provided by the
apps. Fortunately, an app description, when it exists, gives us
a more fine-grained explanation of the app’s core functional-
ity. A sentence such as “the app uses your location so your
driver knowswhere to pick you up” [2] explicitly tells us that
this app transmits users’ locations to match nearby drivers.
However, both app names and appdescriptions only provide
high-level static information of apps. To capture the dynamic
fine-grained behavior of an app, we further collect user inter-
faces that are especially useful when (1) the app has multiple
functionalities that are valid under different contexts, and (2)
some functionalities provided are not clearly mentioned in
the app description. For instance, from the name and the
description of an alarm clock app, one may conclude that a
location-sharing flow generated from the app is suspicious
since alarm apps usually do not need location information to
fulfill their functionality. Although this is typically true, there
are exceptions. As an example, consider the two windows
shown in Fig. 4. From the screenshots we can infer that the
app on the right provides a functionality of “alarm clock”,
while the app on the left provides both “alarm clock” and
“weather” functionalities. Suppose both apps collect user’s
location under the displayed windows. The former context is
then treated as illegitimate since location information is irrel-
evant to “alarm clock”, while the latter context is considered
legitimate due to the fact that “weather” requires location
data to provide an accurate report.

Our dataset mainly involves the transmissions of device
location from a networking or GPS provider, and device iden-
tifier such as IMEI and ICCID. Similar to [47]where prevalent
functionalities identified from method names and variable
names in Java code are given, we summarize the core func-
tionalities observed from app context regarding the two

Fig. 4. The screenshots of two running alarm clock apps.

1. http://www.tcpdump.org/
2. We followed the rule of thumb threshold used in MadFroud, in

which they “create a new emulator image, install the app on the new
emulator, run the app in the foreground for 60 seconds, put the app
into the background, and run for another 60 seconds” to capture the ad
and analytical traffic [11]. Similarly, we triggered each Activity window
that may lead to sensitive flows and waited around 60 seconds. From
our observation, 60 seconds is generally sufficient to retrieve the useful
flow data.
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main types of sensitive transmissions in Table 1. “Nearby
service” in the table is a generic name ofmany location-based
services (LBS), such as meal delivery, ride sharing, pest
inspection, etc. Compared to device location, phone id has
much less functionalities. In particular, “anti-theft” leverages
both phone id and location to provide real-time device track-
ing. Commodity apps may also leverage device identifiers in
fraud prevention efforts [2]. We currently treat all user
authentication pages as legal contexts for device id transmis-
sion. Due to the page limit, we refer to [47] for a more
detailed description of other functionalities.

4.3 Preprocessing

With the labeled sample pairs ðr; ctÞ, we then leverage
machine learning to automatically learn the semantic map-
ping between the resource type of the transmissions and the
app context, which can be used to identify unseen anoma-
lies in the future. Before feeding the samples to the learning
algorithms, we need to preprocess the raw data and convert
them into feature values. Fig. 3 gives an example of the pre-
processing outcome. We will discuss them in detail, starting
from app names.

We extract the app names from the apk meta-data. We do
not simply treat each name as a feature. Instead, we extract
popular words that frequently appear in app names with the
help of an existing word list.3 For example, “local” and
“weather” are extracted from the app name “LocalWeather”.
We also add some new words to the list such as “tech” and
“nav”, which are used by some apps as abbreviations.

We follow the approach in [19] to map app descriptions
into topics, which provides a concise representation of the
main functionalities of apps. We first utilize the Natural

Language Toolkit (NLTK)4 to tokenize English sentences
in a description into words. The words are then fed to a
NLTK’s stemmer, where they are reduced to their root forms.
We also remove all the stop words. We do the similar things
for apps with Chinese descriptions by using Jieba.5 We
then apply text mining to get the most related topics. Since
detailed topic modeling is beyond the scope of this paper,
we directly leverage the set of keywords for each corre-
sponding topic given in [19]. For a description that includes
keywords belonging to different topics, we choose the top
topic that is hit by the maximum number of different key-
words. It is possible that a description does not fall into any
topics generated by [19]. We assign such an app a coarse
topic given by the corresponding app market. Each topic is
treated as a single feature in our learning model. Table 2
shows some examples of topics given in CHABADA [19],

Google Play,6 and Baidu App Market.7 Table 3 shows the
keywords associatedwith some topics.

Unlike an app description that is typically constructed
with complete sentences, the content of a UI component is
often composed of phrases or short and incomplete senten-
ces. Therefore, it is possible to achieve accurate classification
without using sophisticated natural language processing
(NLP) techniques that are needed to preserve the order of
tokens. In this work, we utilize the simple yet powerful bag-
of-words technique that is commonly used in spam detec-
tion [10] by treating each distinct word appeared in the win-
dow of a running instance as a separate (binary) feature. In
addition to pure text data, we have introduced some extra
features that can help capture app functionalities. For exam-
ple, we create a binary feature “city-clickable” to represent a
special type of clickable widgets that have a city name and
are located at the top left of the windows. This feature is com-
monly found in instances that legally take user’s location to
deliver local news or services and users can change their
regions by clicking that button. Fig. 5 shows the set of most
popular tokens that appear in the UI of legal location-sharing
applications, where “city name” includes all the concrete city
names, and “pm” indicates either particulate matter or post
meridiem. We observe that these keywords closely match
our intuition about location related instances. In particular,
“city name”, “locate” and “nearby” are directly related to
locations, while “weather” and “pm” appear in weather
reporting instances, which are typically location sensitive.
Moreover, many location related services have a small wid-
get that shows the current time, which explains why “time”
is also a popular keyword.

TABLE 1
The Functionalities Supported by the Sensitive Transmissions

Resource Functionality

Location map, navigation, weather, news, nearby service, anti-theft
Dev id anti-theft, fraud prevention

TABLE 2
Sample Topics

CHABADA personalize, games and cheat sheets, music, navigation
and travel, language, share, health, kids, ringtones and
sound, search and browse

Google Play sports, social, shopping, productivity, tools,
photography, personalizing, medical, lifestyle, finance,
libraries and demo, music and audio

Baidu App
Market

social and communication, system and tools, finance
and shopping, themes, photography, video and audio,
lifestyle, office, books

Fig. 5. The top popular keywords (4808 keywords in total) of UIs
collected from 634 legal location-sharing instances.

3. https://github.com/first20hours/google-10000-
english

4. http://www.nltk.org/index.html
5. https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

6. https://play.google.com/store/apps
7. http://shouji.baidu.com/
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To properly separate the three types of features, we attach
the prefix “n_” and “d_” to the key words extracted in app
name and description, respectively. Therefore, a word like
“weather” that appears in multiple feature spaces will not
interfere each other, as shown in Fig. 3. In addition to app
context related features, we also add the resource type (e.g.,
“r_location” and “r_id”) as a feature to clearly specify the
nature of the instance.

4.4 Voting

The labeled app context will be used to further help classify
traffic flows, which will be elaborated in the next section.
Therefore, it is important to ensure both high precision and
recall at this stage. To this end,we consider threewell-studied
learning algorithms, random forest, SVM and logistic regression,
and adopt a commonly used consensus voting approach [7]
to filter potential misclassified instances. That is, only the set
of instances where all the three algorithms give the same clas-
sification results are retained. We provide the evaluation
results of our context classification in Section 6.1.

4.5 App Audit

Thus far, we have described the main structure of AppIns-
pector. After training, AppInspector can automatically
expose the sensitive transmissions and identify the nonfunc-
tional ones that are not supported by their app context. Hence,
AppInspector itself can be deployed as a standalone service
to help appmarket operators identify the suspicious transmis-
sions inside a newly uploaded app, before releasing it to pub-
lic. However, although contextual information indicates what
kind of transmission is appropriate, it alone is not capable to
precisely tell whether a specific flow is functional or not. As
wementioned in Section 3, nonfunctional flowsmay also exist
behind the app context that semantically match the resource
type of the flows. We can adopt the patterns generated from
TrafficAnalyzer to further recognize the stealthy transmis-
sions aswe discuss in the next section.

5 TRAFFICANALYZER

In this section, we describe the design of TrafficAnalyzer,
which processes the traffic flows collected by AppInspec-

tor and build classifiers to detect nonfunctional flows. We
consider two models: (i) Supervised learning model that
summarizes the patterns for nonfunctional sensitive flows
and normal flows; (ii) Clustering approach that generates the
signatures for nonfunctional sensitive flows only.

5.1 Traffic Flows

Based on our definition, an illegal app context indicates that
no underlying functionality requires the given sensitive
transmission. Therefore, we treat all sensitive transmissions
behind illegal contexts as nonfunctional.8 However, it is
doubtful to straightforwardly label all flows behind legal
contexts as functional. Although resource sharing is justi-
fied for these instances, it is crucial to detect the nonfunc-
tional/malicious flows hidden behind as shown in Fig. 2.
To get the ground truth of the flows behind legal contexts,

the following steps are applied: (1) We first examine the
destination hostname of the flow. If it belongs to popular
service providers such as “map.google.com”, “amap.com”
and “loc.baidu.com”, the flow is labeled as functional; (2)
Otherwise we check the plain text content in the response,
and the flow is considered functional if the response is
related to the resource sent; (3) For the rest of flows that can-
not be determined by above approaches, we have imple-
mented a blocking approach as follows. For each of these
flows, we first set firewall rules (based on the TaintDroid

reports) to block the flow. We then clean the cache on the
device, rerun the app, and observe the corresponding win-
dow. The flow is labeled as nonfunctional if nothing
unusual is observed, indicating that the app’s functionality
is not affected even if the flow is blocked.

5.2 Supervised Learning

As we do not know what features could be helpful before-
hand for our supervised learning, we follow the feature lists
that have been widely used in previous traffic classification
systems [24], [27], [28], [37], [38] and let the learning algo-
rithms choose from them based on their criteria.

Statistical Features. For each HTTP flow that forms a ses-
sion and is identifiable by a 4-tuple hsource IP, source port,
destination IP, destination porti, the following statistical
features are calculated:

� Total number of TCP packets
� Total number of uplink TCP packets
� Total number of HTTP packets (Packets with HTTP

application layer present)
� Packet size of all TCP packets
� Packet size of uplink TCP packets
� Packet size of downlink TCP packets
� Time interval between two consecutive TCP packets
The first three attributes hold single scalar values while

the rest four attributes are distributions, each represented
using 7 statistical features, namely, minimum, maximum,
median, mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis.
While extracting the features from the traffic, no prior infor-
mation about the shape of the distributions (Gaussian or
not) are assumed. Since our primary concern is the accurate
representation of distributions obtained from the data, simi-
lar to the network features used in [24], we consider the first
four moments (mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) in
addition to maxima, median and minima. The total number
of statistical features is 31.

Take the location-related flows as an example. Fig. 6(a)
shows that non-sensitive flows generally have a significantly
higher number of TCP packets as compared to location
flows, which is expected, while nonfunctional location flows
have a slightly lower packet count than functional flows.
Fig. 6(b) shows that non-location flows have larger downlink
packet sizes compared with location flows, which is mainly
contributed by data-intensive apps. Among location-sharing
flows, nonfunctional flows are typically ad flows that are
usually responded with an advertisement, which makes the
maximum packet size in the downlink traffic larger than
those for functional flows, where the response is mainly con-
trol packets denoting that the location has been received.
Fig. 6(c) shows that the functional flows have higher average

8. A malicious app may first send sensitive data to an inquiry ser-
vice provider (e.g., Google), and then forward the feedback to a bad
server. We will discuss this situation in Section 8.
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packet inter-arrival time, since the benign servers need more
time to handle users’ specific location-related requests and
generate appropriate responses.

Lexical Features. In addition to statistical features, we also
consider lexical features derived from the textual properties
of URLs, which often contains useful patterns to distinguish
benign and malicious traffic [27]. The intuition is that URLs
may contain words that can be used to differentiate the pur-
poses of location requests. As an example, consider an
illegitimate location sharing with the following URL: ads.
appsgeyser.com/?&tlat=38.5&tlon=-121.... We
can see that the domain name ads.appsgeyser.com has
a prefix of “ads”, which indicates the advertisement pur-
pose of the request. As another example, consider a loca-
t ion-sharing flow generated by a weather forecast
application with the URL v.juhe.cn/weather/geo?

&lon=-121.7&lat=38.5. The path portion of the URL
weather/geo?&lon=-121.7&lat=38.5 includes the
word “weather”, indicating that the server behind the URL
is a weather information provider. Moreover, both URLs
contain exact longitude and latitude values in the plain text,
which can used to identify location-sharing flows from all
outgoing traffic traces. We follow the “bag-of-words”
approach used in [27] and treat each token inside a URL as a
binary feature. Below is a list of lexical features considered.

� Binary feature for each token in the host name and in
the path URL

� Length of the hostname and that of the entire URL
� Number of dots in the URL
The length of the hostname and that of the entire URL as

well as the number of dots in the URL are proposed in [28]
and have been evaluated in [27]. They are common ways to
numerically characterize URLs.

Having both statistical and lexical features ready, we
then encode them into a common feature space and lever-
age widely applied supervised learning method such as
logistic regression to construct a classifier that is able to

differentiate between functional and nonfunctional sensi-
tive transmissions.

5.3 Clustering

In addition to traffic classification, an alternative approach
is to derive the malicious patterns only on collected non-
functional sensitive flows. By clustering the unexpected
flows into groups, we are able to generate the network-level
signatures that summarize the common patterns in these
flows. The signatures can then be easily fed to the existing
popular NIDS platforms such as Snort

9. We conduct an
initial study on the feasibility of flow clustering in detecting
privacy leakage, by deriving token-subsequence signa-
tures [30] from the nonfunctional traffic flows found by
AppInsepctor. Signature merging is then applied to fur-
ther improve the scalability. We also conduct an evaluation
in Section 6.2 to show that the derived signatures would
maintain a low false positive rate.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we comprehensively evaluate the effective-
ness of FlowIntent, including the performance of both
AppInspector and TrafficAnalyzer.

6.1 AppInspector

We have crawled more than 20,000 authentic Android apps
from Google Play and Baidu App Market. Due to the differ-
ent recommendation policies used in separate app markets,
the apps were also crawled in distinct ways. While the top
500 apps in each category were collected from Google play,
the apps from the Baidu’s app market were gathered more
randomly. We also collect around 10,000 malicious samples
from Drebin dataset [3] and VirusShare.10 Since we focus on
PII leakages through the Internet, we only keep those apps
that require both sensitive resource access and network
related permissions.

For each app, we store its name and description (shown
in the introduction web page, if exists), into a text file. As
discussed in Section 4.1, we then run COSMOS to invoke the
sensitive API calls inside the apps and store the transmis-
sions identified by TaintDroidwith tcpdump. During the

Fig. 6. CDFs of statistical features.

TABLE 3
Example Topics With Relevant Keywords [19]

“navigation and travel” map, inform, track, gps, naving, travel, citi

“weather and stars” weather, forecast, locate, temperatur, city, light

“health” weight, bodi, exercise, diet, workout, medic

9. https://www.snort.org/
10. https://virusshare.com/
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running period, the UIs associated with the sensitive trans-
missions are also recorded into the screenshots and the hier-
archy XML files. We then follow the procedure mentioned
in Section 4.2 that leverages the app name, description, and
screenshot to label each transmission. We have manually
labeled 1,666 app contexts in total, including 651 legitimate
contexts, and 1,015 illegitimate contexts, and use 10 fold
cross-validation on these instances. We randomly partition
all instances into 10 equal sized subsets. One of them is then
chosen as the testing data, and the rest 9 subsets are used as
training data. The procedure is repeated 10 times with dif-
ferent testing data sets.

Given TP = number of true positives, FN= number of false
negatives, FP = number of false positives and TN = number
of true negatives, the prediction efficiency of the model is
measured by the followingmetrics: Precision¼ TP

TPþFP , Recall
¼ TP

TPþFN, F-measure¼ 2TP
2TPþFPþFN.

The first three rows in Table 4 give the classification
results for each of the three classifiers. We note that the
three supervised learning algorithms perform closely
regarding our dataset. The forth row gives the final result
after voting is applied. Among the 1,666 contexts, three clas-
sifiers reach a consensus on 1,558 instances, including 947
illegal samples and 611 legal samples. Within the 1,558
instances, our model predicts 1,489 of them correctly, giving
a prediction rate of 95.6 percent. The percentage of aban-
doned samples is low (6.7 percent for illegal cases and 6.1
percent for legal cases) and the impact is acceptable.

6.2 TrafficAnalyzer

We collected 2,125 nonfunctional flows from the 947 illegal
app contexts identified by AppInspector. Among them, 116
flows are false positives as AppInspectormisclassified their
associated app context in the last stage.We have also collected
3,870 normal flows including both non-sensitive flows from
apps that do not ask for cared permissions and functional
sharing flows recognized behind the legal contexts. We then
apply logistic regressionwith L1 or L2 regularization on these
traffic flows to construct our flow classificationmodel.

The results of ourmodel with five-fold cross-validation are
given in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5 shows the prediction result
when the instances are labeled using the predictor built in last

subsection, from the evaluation of AppInspector, while
Table 6 gives the result when true instance labels are used in
the training of the traffic model. We make the following
observations:

� The traffic classification model achieves 94.1 percent
F-measure by using both statistical and lexical fea-
tures, even when some app contexts are potentially
mislabeled due to the inaccuracy of themodel created
by AppInspector. When the true running instance
classes are used for the mislabled 116 nonfunctional
flows, the F-measure increases to 96.2 percent. There-
fore, the utilization of AppInspector only incurs a
slight loss in accuracy, while saving the effort of man-
ually labeling a large number of instances.

� Lexical features alone can provide relatively good
predication accuracy, which can be further improved
by including statistical features. Among the set of
most useful lexical features shown in Table 5, ‘locat’,
‘jpg’, ‘lat’, ‘lng’ are useful in distinguishing location
and non-location flows, while the rest can be used to
identify nonfunctional traffic. In particular, ‘domob’ is
a good indicator of nonfunctional flows because it is
one of the largest analytical service providers in China.

� Indicated by the F-measure results of the model
using statistical features, our approach can poten-
tially be extended to detect HTTPS flows as well,
even though the lexical features cannot be applied to
HTTPS traffic. The set of statistical features with the
highest impact as shown in Table 5 is consistent with
our observation in Section 5.2.

� We found that more than one thousand nonfunctional
flows contain more than one type of sensitive
resource. This is because ad and analytic services tend
to collect available private data altogether and send
them in a single flow. Although this observation does
not give much help in predicting leakages at the net-
work level as we do not know what data the unseen
traffic will leak, it provides better app audit to detect
nonfunctional flows with the help of existing taint
analysis. By encoding this phenomenon into a feature,
our model achieves 96.465 percent F-measure, with
93.176 percent precision and nearly 100 percent recall,
using the labels assigned by AppInspector.

TABLE 4
App Context Classification Results and Voting

With 10 Fold Cross-Validation

Algorithm Precision Recall F-measure

Random Forest 86.887% 93.283% 89.972%
Linear SVM 87.865% 93.770% 90.722%
Logistic Regression 87.353% 95.106% 91.065%
Voting 94.229% 98.852% 96.485%

TABLE 5
Traffic Classification Results With the Labels Predicted by AppInspector

Features Precision Recall F-measure Attributes with highest influences

Statistical 69.100% 86.606% 76.856% downlink packet size: mean, max, std. devn, interval
between packets: mean, TCP packet count

Lexical 89.573% 97.175% 93.215% ‘loc’, ‘stat’, ‘jpg’, ‘ads’, ’domob’, ‘lat’, ‘lng’, ’share’
Both 90.277% 98.281% 94.099%

TABLE 6
Traffic Classification Results With True Instance Label

Features Precision Recall F-measure

Statistical 70.103% 85.242% 76.919%
Lexical 95.106% 96.872% 95.970%
Both 94.906% 97.726% 96.289%
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Improved Sensitive Flow Detection. In addition to achieving
a promising detection accuracy, our learning model is able
to detect new sensitive flows that are undetectable by
TaintDroid, which highlights the advantage of having
network level signatures. To confirm this, we randomly
select 5,510 flows generated by 670 running instances that
TaintDroid does not report any leakage. Among these
flows, our model detected 234 of them to be nonfunctional
sharing. We then check the ground truth for each of these
flows manually. The result is shown in Table 7. In the table,
the ‘Unknown’ column indicates the cases where we cannot
identify the ground truth, when the traffic is encrypted and
the URLs are not familiar. Our model is able to detect 185
nonfunctional flows correctly, all of which are missed by
TaintDroid. The result shows that our learning model is
able to identify location sharing flows that are missed by
host-based taint analysis, which strongly indicates the bene-
fit of considering network level features.

Stealthy Nonfunctional Flows. As mentioned in Section 3,
nonfunctional sensitive flows may hide themselves behind
legal app contexts, which may introduce more damages
due to the fact that users would grant the apps permission
to access the protected resources. In order to detect this
kind of stealthy malicious traffic, we apply the traffic classi-
fier (trained using the labels assigned by AppInspector)

to distinguish functional and nonfunctional sensitive flows
with legal app contexts. 495 testing sensitive flows are
picked in random. The prediction outcomes are shown in
the Table 8. It reports 157 flows in total, and successfully
find 142 true nonfunctional flows, giving 92.4 percent accu-
racy. Moreover, we can leverage the fact that ads tend to col-
lect all sorts of sensitive data in one flow to generate a more
effective model. Overall, in addition to the existing access
controls, our approach offers another dimension of protec-
tion of user privacy.

Flow Clustering. Purely based on nonfunctional sensitive
HTTP flows, we can also derive the clusters with similar
characteristics, and generate the corresponding network sig-
natures for well-known NIDS such as Snort. To this end,
we divide the flows into groups based on the shared invari-
ant content in their URLs and follow the procedure
described in [30] to generate a token-subsequence signature
for each group. Each signature represents an ordered list of
invariant tokens and can be written as a regular expression.
An example of the generated signatures is shown in Fig. 7,
which can be written as a regular expression of the form

t1.*t2.*...tn.*, where each ti is an invariant token
that is identical in all the requests within the same group.
Every signature is composed by the token sets of path and
query. Path represents the visiting destination and it is first
part of a URL. Queries are the parameters attached to URL
path. In our example, t1 is a token presenting the path of
the underlying URLs and t2� t5 are the queries. The regu-
lar expression can then be conveniently converted to a sig-
nature for traditional NIDS platforms that are unable to
deploy machine learning models. From 2,125 nonfunctional
sensitive HTTP flows, we obtain 291 network signatures in
total. 15 of them (e.g., /.*[.]json) are too generic to be
used alone in practice. The nonfunctional flows that contrib-
ute to these signatures convey the private data deeply in
their payload (e.g., a json file) rather than directly encod-
ing them into the URLs. Attaching their domain names to
their signatures is one way to detect those flows at NIDS.

Each token-subsequence signature is a determined char-
acteristic of specific flows, and therefore, may not scale well
to cover the future variants. In order to detect as many var-
iants as possible, we make a further refinement by merging
the signatures that share sufficient similar content.We define
ameasure of distance between two signatures si and sj as

dsðsi; sjÞ ¼ wpdpðsi; sjÞ þ wqdqðsi; sjÞ; (1)

where dpðsi; sjÞ is the distance between the paths of two sig-
natures and wp is its pre-defined weight; similarly, dqðsi; sjÞ
and wq are the distance and the weight for the queries,
respectively. dqðsi; sjÞ is calculated from the Jaccard distance11

between the query token sets of two signatures. For path
distances we partition the paths into sub tokens, which nat-
urally form the sets to help calculate the Jaccard distance.
dpðsi; sjÞ is therefore defined as the Jaccard distance between
the path token sets of si and sj. A two-dimensional distance
matrix can then be computed by calculating ds for every
i; j 2 N where N is the index set representing all the signa-
tures before merging. We finally feed the pair-wise distance
matrix to the single-linkage hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm [29], which returns a tree-like data structure whose
leaves represent the original signatures and edge lengths
are the distances between clusters. For instance, Fig. 8 gives
an example of a hierarchical clustering tree branch.

From the branch we know that the distance between the
two signatures is small so that they can be combined into a
single new signature. Specifically, the 2 paths are com-
pressed into /api/.*[.]json[?] and the sets of queries
can be summarized as the queries of the first signature,
with &isLat removed. Putting two parts together, we get a
new signature /api/.*[.]json[?]latlon=.*&devi-

ceId=.*&v=.*. We observe that certain signatures are
short (e.g, length <¼ 3). In this case, we keep them
untouched even if the distances among them is small to

TABLE 7
Prediction Results on Non-Sensitive

Flows Reported by TaintDroid

Total reported True nonfunctional sensitive flows Unknown

234 185 21

TABLE 8
Prediction Results on Sensitive Flows

Behind Legitimate App Contexts

Total sensitive flows Predicted nonfunctional flows False positives

495 157 15

Fig. 7. Example of token-subsequence signature.

11. The Jaccard distance between two sets A and B is 1� jA\Bj
A[B
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avoid generating useless generic signatures. We derive 211
signatures in total after conducting the signature clustering.

The detection would be meaningless without maintain-
ing a low false positive rate. We therefore test our 211 signa-
tures on the 3,870 normal flows collected before. 8 of them
(Table 9) generate 84 false positives (2.17 percent). After fur-
ther inspection, we notice that most of them are also generic
signatures, but are harder to be noticed. For example, the
signature /portal/home[.]do[?]l=.* generates the
false alarm for a legal request collected from an airline app
(http://m.staralliance.com/portal/home.do?
l=en_US). Other false positives are the HTTP requests that
match the signatures generated from the leaking adwares.
However, although they are truly advertisement flows, they
do not convey any sensitive private data. Including these
signatures is problematic. As mentioned earlier, for those
signatures that may cause false positives, taking advantage
of them in a conservative way, such as combining them
with the hostnames, is recommended.

7 RELATED WORK

Program Analysis. Static and dynamic program taint analysis
of apps focus on identifying whether sensitive data leaves
the user device. For example, TaintDroid [14] tries to
resolve privacy breach by modeling the behavior of an app
through dynamic analysis, whereas FlowDroid [4] and
DroidSafe [18] adopt static approaches to model the app
behavior through byte code inspection. In addition to taint
analysis, Agrigento [9] performs black-box differential
analysis to detect privacy leakage. After all, all of the above
approaches treat all sensitive transmissions as illegal, thus
suffering from high false positive rates. BayesDroid [45]
attempts to mitigate the issue by probabilistic reasoning a
leak based on the proximity between the data at both source
and sink points.

Detection Based on Visual Context. AppFence [21] first
unveils the potential of UI data in detecting unintended
nonfunctional app behavior with a customized permission
control. AppIntent [54] further detects the mismatch
between visual information and app behavior through sym-
bolic execution. However, these studies requires heavy user
involvement to manually inspect each exposed behavior.
Whyper [33] and CHABADA [19] model app context through
app’s description and check it with permissions and APIs.

We argue that app description is coarse grained and does
not reflect detailed run-time behaviors. AsDroid [22]
defines certain policies to examine mismatch between key-
words on limited visible buttons and underlying codes.
Ringer et al. [39] design a set of GUI widgets to regulate
resource access triggered from UI. They do not provide
automatic solutions and cannot scale well to countless app
implementations. Rubin et al. [40] check whether a given
communication have visual impact. It treats any sensible
disclosure, including the one abounding with ads, as legal,
and therefore, are inevitable to ignore a lot of real harmful
exposures. DroidJust [8] and LeakDoctor [48] correlate
privacy disclosures with user sensible phone states to justify
their legitimacy. However, the transmissions used by adver-
tisements also cause noticeable state changes, and without
further examination of the semantic of contextual informa-
tion like FlowIntent, it would be mistakenly treated as
functional. Recently, several research efforts attempt to infer
context-aware security policies from users’ behavioral
traits [31], [49], [50]. They notice that app visibility is most
influential towards the users’ decisions on access control of
mobile apps. Inspired by this, COSMOS [17], Backstage [5]
and FlowCog [32] detect suspicious resource accesses by
analyzing the textual information shown on the foreground
windows with supervised learning or unsupervised learn-
ing. Their approaches only involve UI-related elements,
which touch upon a subset of the features that FlowIntent
considers. Also, without further learning from the traffic of
nonfunctional accesses, they are unable to recognize mali-
cious sensitive traffic stealthily hide themselves behind
legal UI.

Traffic Profiling. Another thread of research that is rele-
vant to our work is internet traffic monitoring and traffic
classification, which has been used for determining differ-
ent protocols and applications being used by the users. As
discussed in [24] (and the references therein), these methods
can also be used for anomaly detection [23], location catego-
rization [13], as well as malware detection. A number of
research works have focused on the detection of malicious
traffic from network data (more specifically HTTP traces
and URLs) using machine learning techniques [27], [35],
[37]. In contrast, we focus on automatically identifying pri-
vacy disclosure caused by both authentic apps and mobile
malwares with the help of context-aware modeling, instead
of identifying malicious traffic generated from certain mali-
cious samples. Recon [38] is closest to FlowIntent. Simi-
lar to FlowIntent, it also focuses on HTTP(S) flows
collected from mobile devices and attempts to identify the
traffic patterns leading to PII leaks. Unlike FlowIntent

that can automatically generate suspicious traffic by exercis-
ing and inspecting the new apps, manually labeled flows
are continuously required by Recon to keep pace with the
fast evolution of malicious apps. More importantly, Flow-
Intent goes beyond the goal of Recon. FlowIntent does
not limit itself to identifying PII flows only, it is able to fur-
ther distinguish functional and nonfunctional flows.

Fig. 8. An example hierarchical clustering tree branch.

TABLE 9
The Signatures That Cause False Positives

/portal/home[.]do[?]l=.*

/ExibeXML[.]php[?]USUARIO=.*&CODCIDADE=.*

/wxengine/rest/sst/getDates

/v1/query.json[?]databases=.*

/api/statis/.*

/ad/getAdList.do?t=.*

/index[.]php[?]m=.*&token=.*&appVersion=.*

/api/groups[?]session[_]key=.*
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8 DISCUSSION

The Impact of Subcomponents on Accuracy. The overall perfor-
mance of FlowIntent depends on the effectiveness of
AppInspector and TrafficAnalyzer. AppInspector

relies on two building blocks, namely TaintDroid and
COSMOS. The former is a popular tool used in many impor-
tant works in this field including BayesDroid and Agri-

gento, while the latter is leveraged to trigger potential app
sensitive behaviors. False negatives in TaintDroid and
COSMOS lead to the missing of nonfunctional sensitive flows
that we care about, which is unfortunately difficult to verify
due to the lack of source code of the third-party applica-
tions. False positives in TaintDroid may finally result in
false positives in FlowIntent such that non-sensitive
flows may be misclassified as nonfunctional sensitive flows.
Fortunately, one major advantage of dynamic analysis over
static analysis is the much smaller number of false positives.
As stated in the original paper of TaintDroid [14], on the
107 connections collected from commercial apps and
reported by TaintDroid, the manual inspection of each
network packet trace confirmed that there were no false
positives. False positives in COSMOS result in unnecessary
exploits of non-harmful program paths, but would not
directly impact the overall accuracy.

For TrafficAnalyzer, when the app context and traffic
reported by COSMOS-guided TaintDroid is fed to the train-
ing process, the experts could mistakenly label the instances
and machine learning algorithms also have inherent accu-
racy limitations. A voting-based mechanism is adopted to
reduce the number of false positives and false negatives at
this stage. The techniques behind TrafficAnalyzer have
been proven effective in various traffic-based applications
and scenarios. Specifically, lexical features are well-recog-
nized by their successful application in identifyingmalicious
Web sites through their URLs, the resulting classifiers obtain
95�99 percent accuracywith onlymodest false positives [27].
ReCon [38] is another highly related work and entirely relies
on the keywords in URLs and achieved 98.1 percent accuracy
in identifying privacy leaks in mobile network traffic. Statis-
tical features were used in [37] to detect malicious traffic in
wireless/mobile networks and achieved 89.2 percent F-
score. If necessary, payload-based inspection can be further
integratedwith additional cost to increase the robustness.

Generalization to Other Types of Resources. The ultimate goal
of FlowIntent is to provide a generic approach to detect
unauthentic leakages from all kinds of resources depending
on the use cases and the distribution of real-life data. In this
paper, we focus on location and phone id since they are the
most exploited resources based on themalicious trafficwe col-
lected. But our approach could be extended to other kinds of
resources, such as camera, microphone, storage, and contacts.

We have investigated the major functionalities fulfilled by
transferring data generated by these resources and listed
them in Table 10. We notice that none of them are completely
transparent to users and all of them involve certain context
information, which suggests that the motivation behind
FlowIntent is still valid. It is possible that more advanced
techniques to process app descriptions and UI data are
needed to handle them, which would serve as an interesting
future research topic.

Robustness. Ideally, we would like to keep the detection
scheme as a blackbox for adversaries. But similar to existing
learning based detection methods [3], [19], [36], [47], [53],
[55], FlowIntent could be bypassed with feature engi-
neering through carefully designed evasion logic. However,
we believe the design philosophy of FlowIntent makes
such attacks more difficult to succeed. Thanks to the exami-
nation of app context, the adversary can only target apps
that seem to be legitimate to transfer the data of protected
resources, which greatly limits the potential attack surface.

Compared to the features such as method names used in
previous approaches [47], our method is more robust due to
the fact that the visual data are resilient to code obfuscation.
However, an adversary could come up with new obfusca-
tion methods over visual data to bypass our detection
method in the future. We envision that the integration of
FlowIntent and other orthogonal work will be needed for
a more advanced defense.

FlowIntent currently treats all sensitive flows under ille-
gal contexts as nonfunctional. It is possible that a smart mal-
ware first sends sensitive data to a totally legal inquiry service
provider, and then forward the feedback to a malicious
receiver. This could confuse the classifier by blurring the
boundary between functional and nonfunctional flows. Fortu-
nately, there are only limited sensitive-data related lookup
services and we can manually add them into a white list. It is
desired to consider this kind of indirect leakage in the future.

As one of the first work in this thread, AppInspector
currently does not perform further inspection on the follow-
up dialogues. Fortunately, for a benign app with complex
functionalities, the initial window typically conveys enough
information to indicate the purpose. As indicated by Goo-
gle, complication in UI design affects user experience in a
negative way and can make flows, paths, and choices hard
to understand [1]. AppInspector attempts to locate the
Activity that leads to the sensitive access, which normally is
the initial window of a specific functionality. We leave the
support of multiple window inspection to future study.

Also, due to the limited time and resources, mislabelling
of training data is inevitable. Thus, it is important to have
more participants to reduce label noise.

Leakage Over Encrypted Channels. For encrypted channels
such as HTTPS, statistical features are still helpful to detect
nonfunctional traffic to some degree. Moreover, it is possible
to route traffic over a controlled environment, such as a
trusted virtual private network (VPN) tunnel (on-device [25],
[42] or not [38]) with SSLsplit

12 integrated, to decrypt the
communications over SSL and extract more complete net-
work level features.

TABLE 10
The Functionalities Supported by the Sensitive Transmissions

Resource Functionality

Contact contacts matching in social app, contact backup, etc

Storage album, document synchronization, documents editing, etc

Camera photo/video taking, barcode scan, etc

Microphone voice assistant, voice message, etc

12. https://www.roe.ch/SSLsplit
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Leakage Over Other Protocols. Although HTTP(S) is the
prevalent channel to deliver sensitive data, it is not the only
transmitting protocol. For example, some existing Android
malware families such as AndroRAT13 directly utilize trans-
port layer protocols (i.e., TCP and UDP) for command and
control (C&C) purpose, which is transparent to the detection
strategies designed for application layer protocols like HTTP
(S). Extracting features and signatures for every possible pri-
vacy-disclosure protocol is helpful to mitigate the issue. In
the meantime, improving the efficiency and the effectiveness
of app audit to purge thesemalwares in advance.

Security-Centered UI Exerciser. Our prior work [15] lists a
bunch of research efforts that try to automatically trigger secu-
rity or privacy related behaviors inmobile apps. However, the
problem of accurately preserving the user interfaces while
effectively exposing sensitive behaviors largely remains open.
Based on the result in [43], the coverage of the state-of-the-art
GUI testing framework designed for Android is around 60
percent on 93 open-source apps. Creating a smarter security-
centeredUI exerciser is part of our future research.

Labelling.Manually labelling instances is time-consuming
and tedious. As a starting point, “dirty work” is inevitable
andwe hope our effort could contribute to the entire commu-
nity bymaking themalicious dataset we collected public.

Based on the current access control mechanism enforced
on iOS and Android, billions of end users have to decide
whether to grant permissions or not on their smart devices
based on their understanding of app context and behavior.
In other words, a great number of highly-relevant manual
labelling are happening every day. Unfortunately, these
labelling efforts are mostly discarded and wasted. We hope
one day an industrial giant like Google or Apple can take
more efforts to leverage this kind of valuable data without
sacrificing user privacy. We believe the idea behind Flow-

Intent is a plausible way.
Exceptional Scenarios. There are exceptional scenarios that

FlowIntent may not handle correctly. In particular, as
FlowIntent currently focuses on textual information, it is
unable to process icons that do not have meaningful texts/
metadata. Image classification will be required to infer the
images’ topics. Also, due to the limitation of UI exerciser,
FlowIntent will have difficulty unveiling sensitive flows
that may only be triggered by complicated UI interactions.
Moreover, FlowIntent is built on Chinese and English
samples. Extension to other languages is left for future work.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we develop FlowIntent, a proof-of-concept
system that makes the first attempt to automatically identify
the nonfunctional privacy-leaking traffic flows from the
mismatch between app context and network behavior.
Compared to system level detection approaches, our net-
work level signatures are easier to deploy at Intrusion
Detection Systems to monitor a large number of devices
simultaneously, while introducing zero overhead at the end
hosts. FlowIntent also captures the sensitive transmis-
sions missed by traditional taint analysis systems. In con-
trast to previous network level detection techniques that

rely on a given set of malicious domain names, FlowIn-
tent can better adapt to the fast growth of app market and
new leakage patterns through automated feeding of the sus-
picious flows generated from illegal app contexts. We have
built our learning models using 2,125 privacy-sharing
instances and our approach achieves about 94 percent accu-
racy in differentiating between functional and nonfunc-
tional transmissions.
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